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Storyathon provides students with an
intriguing challenge to write a story in
exactly 100 words.
Our aim is for every child to develop a
passion for writing and storytelling.

Get started in less than 10 minutes
Sign in to your teacher account and then…
1. Add Class

2. Add Students

3. Print Student Usernames / Passwords

Your students are now ready to sign in and start creating.
Teachers and students who are using Google Classroom may
sign in straight away with their Google Classroom accounts.

How Does Storyathon Work?
Every school term there is a Storyathon event which has three phases.
1. Student Writing Phase
This is where students create their stories on the given theme. Students are encouraged to write up to three
stories.

2. Teacher Voting Phase
This is where the teacher selects three stories from their class (needs to be three separate students) to
progress through to the finalist stage.

3. Student Voting Phase
Students come back online and are asked to select their two favourite stories from a set of six finalist stories.
Students are not aware of who the author is, or what school they come from.
Many teachers comment on how incredibly valuable student voting is as a learning experience.
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Feature
Class Review
Provides teachers with a live feed and
summary of student responses.

Why?
Increases teachable moments,
especially when discussing vocabulary.
Facilitates immediate collaboration
and feedback within the class.
Located on the main page of the teacher portal.

Feature
Thesaurus
A thesaurus feature is contained
within the student writing area.

Why?
To encourage students to think
carefully about word choice and to
expand their vocabulary.

Located in the writing area or the student portal.

Feature
Print Stories
Teachers and students are able to
print or download images of stories
with a nice background.

Why?
Students become highly motivated if
teachers create a display in the
classroom or post stories on a class
blog.

Located in both the student and teacher portals.

Feature
Positive Feedback
Animated emojis and dancing
characters within teacher feedback.

Why?
Animated characters better enable
teachers to positively frame feedback
for students and this in turn increases
student receptiveness to feedback.

Located in the Reports area of teacher portal.

Tips for Teachers
1.
The Opening Hook
How are they going to capture their reader’s attention from the outset? Ask them to be a little
mysterious. Why not raise a problem? What’s likely to arouse the reader’s curiosity?
2.
Colorful Details
Let your students know they need to share the details but be succinct with the words. How can
they craft their message with less words? What word, if removed, does not affect the message?
3.
Twist at the End
Talk to your students about creating the twist. The unexpected. What’s the important occurrence
in their story that is going to satisfy the reader that the story has finished?

Just get your students writing!
Share the theme and just get students to start jotting down ideas. Once they start, the rest will
flow.
Let them know not to worry about the 100 words at the beginning. It’s easy to edit and iterate later
on.
Get them questioning and asking “what if?” about the topic to inspire and create new ideas, twists
and unexpected events. Perhaps they can even introduce new characters!
Why not suggest they include dialogue between the characters and make the story come alive!
Talk to students about the importance of punctuation. Use it to send strong messages to the reader.
Explain to students: short sentences grab attention, long sentences create atmosphere. How can
they use this knowledge to improve their message?
Enhance the opening hook and ending twist later.
Remind them not to rush. Great craftsmanship takes time. Walk away, think, edit and improve. It’s a
revolving process.

Microstories focus attention on
important writing features such as:
the impact of just one word
great expression
effective punctuation
crafting opening and ending paragraphs
the discipline of writing precisely

